JHU – Just Hate Us (C) Tossups – Round 7
1. The first one of these was held in 1935 at the Illinois Fair Grounds. The participants stayed in cattle barns.
The program, which was to counter the effect of Nazi and Soviet programs of the same style, then quickly spread
to every state. The American Legion still runs this program every summer, and has also expanded creating a
separate, although not necessarily as rigorous program for girls. For 10 points name this youth training program.
Answer: BOYS STATE
2. This God's name is Sanskrit for "blessed one". He rides the Bull Nadi and is the consort for the mother
Goddess Uma. He is the God of asceticism & art as well as a personification of destructive and procreative
forces of the universe. For 10 points name this Hindu God who is a member of the Supreme God Triad.
Answer: SHIVA
3. You've seen Roger Rabbit, and you've heard about Space Jam with the Looney Tunes cast and Michael Jordan
ad nauseum. FTP, can you name the man who was one of the first to costar with a cartoon when he danced with
Jerry Mouse (of Tom and Jerry) in the film Anchors Aweigh?
Answer: Gene Kelly
4. Athena, Rice University, barns, a Tootsie-Pop commerical, and Winnie the Pooh all have one particular
animal in common. FTP, what avian is usually used as a symbol of intelligence?
Answer: owl
5. This collection of metaphysical treatises and dialogues dates from the middle of the 1st century AD to the
4th century AD, and purports to be revelations of Thoth, the Egyptian god of wisdom. Much of the collection,
written in Greek and Latin, concerns alchemy, astrology, and magic and represents beliefs and ideas prevalent in
the early Roman Empire. FTP, name this collection of 17 works.
Answer: Hermetic Books
6. In patients that are immunosupressed, the Varicella Zoster virus, a remnant of the Chicken Pox which resides
in the body, becomes active and causes a skin rash. This rash leaves in its wake a little understood condition
called post-herpetic neuralgia in some patients. FTP, can you give me its more common name, the same as those
tiles on your roof?
Answer: shingles
7. The Netherlands acquired this country in 1667 from Britain in exchange for New Netherlands (or New York
as we all know it). Surprisingly almost 30 percent of the country is Hindu. FTP, name this country bordered
by Brazil, Guyana, and French Guyana whose capital is Paramaribo.
Answer: Suriname

8. Born in 1864, this author of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism related Calvinist ideals to the
rise of capitalism. His concept of generalized models of "ideal types" provided a basis for comparing societies.
FTP name this German sociologist who opposed the Marxian view of the preeminence of economic causation.
Answer: Max Weber
9. The rat poison Warfarin is discovered, Publisher Marshall Field acquires the Chicago Sun, Henry Ford dies,
and the Marshall Plan is proposed in a speech at Harvard University all FTP in what year?
Answer: 1947
10. This rap group has composed songs that include "Yo! Bum Rush the Show," "Fight the Power," and "Don't
Believe the Hype." But it really became famous once Spike Lee allowed them to do the soundtrack to the hit
movie Do the Right Thing. FTP, name this group whose members include Chuck D and Flavor Flav [FLAVE].
Answer: Public Enemy
11. Louis Aragon is quoted as saying "...an end at last to all this stupidity, nothing left, nothing at all, nothing,
nothing," when writing the manifesto for this movement. Made up of primarily writers and artists and founded in
Zurich, the movement lasted from 1916 to 1922 at the international level. FTP name this movement that
included the French poet Tristan Tzara and stressed ab surdity and the role of the unpredictable in artistic
creation.
Answer: Dada or Dadaism
12. It describes an ideal human condition of freedom from desire and of effortless simplicity, achieved by
following the Tao, the spontaneous, creative, effortless path taken by natural events in the universe. FTP, name
this work written by Lao-Tze, at the center of the Taoist religion.
Answer: Tao-te-ching
13. Even at the age of 6, this composer was famous throughout Europe. His father Leopold gave up his own
romising musical career to devote his life to his gifted son. FTP, name this famous composer of The Abduction
from the Seraglio, The Marriage of Figaro, and Don Giovanni.
Answer: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
14. In the first half of the 12th century, King Suryavarman II built this structure, containing concentric walled
courtyards surrounding a central structure with five lotus-shaped towers, to celebrate the king as the incarnation of
the Hindu god Vishnu. FTP, name this temple located in the ancient capital of Cambodia.
Answer: Angkor Wat

15. He was one of the first to accept psychoanalysis and was noted for his conception of schizophrenia, which he
considered to be a split between a person's emotional life and faculty of reasoning. FTP, name this Swiss
psychologist who wrote "Dementia Praecox, or the Group of Schizofrenias", and "The Handbook of Psychiatry".
Answer: Eugen Bleuler
16. After taking Forts Ticonderoga and Edward, Gen. Burgoyne crossed the Hudson and marched on this city,
the key to Albany. In the battles of Freeman's Farm and Bemis Heights, Gen. Gates turned Burgoyne away and on
Oct. 17 the British surrendered in this city. FTP, name the city defended and you'll name the battle as well.
Answer: Saratoga
17. This organ of respiration, found in arachnids, is a modified gill that consists of a series of parallel folds of
the body wall, arranged so that blood circulates within the folds, and air circulates between them, facilitating the
exchange of gases. FTP, name this organ, given its name because of the page-like appearance of the folds.
Answer: Book lung
18. His Achtung! Panzer! first outlined his theory of using mobile armored formations to quickly penetrate
enemy positions, which would later become the blitzkrieg. He conquered Poland, France, and drove the
Wehrmacht to Moscow before being forced to withdraw. He then became Hitler's chief of staff but resigned.
FTP, name this German general.
Answer: Heinz Guderian
19. Located in the northeastern portion of the Nile River delta, southwest of Lake Manzilah, this city was one of
Egypt's principal commercial ports until the founding of Alexandria in 332 BC. Today, it lies in ruins, partially
covered by the fishing village of San. FTP, name this city, identified as the biblical city of Zoan.
Answer: Tanis
20. First serving on the frigate Essex at age 12, he was given his first command in 1824. He then drew the
assignment of capturing New Orleans. Then he blockaded Mobile Bay, Alabama where he uttered his famous
"Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead!" FTP name him, the US's youngest admiral ever.
Answer: David Farragut
21. Mid-off, slips, gully, cover, bowler, wicket. FQTP, these terms all come from which English national
sport?
Answer: cricket

22. They are most intense over the equator and absent over the poles. Named after a Johns Hopkins alum, they
originate from neutrons decaying into protons and electrons which are trapped in donut-shaped zones by Earth's
magnetic fields. FTP, what has been described?
Answer: Van Allen radiation belts
23. Translated with the help of the Urim and Tummim, it came from a series of golden plates written in ancient
times. The plates were discovered by a young boy in 1823 and became the basis for a reformed Christian
religion. FTP, name this book which along w ith the Pearl of Great Price and Doctrines and Covenants is
regarded as Scripture by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
Answer: Book of Mormon

JHU – Just Hate Us (C) Bonuses – Round 7
1. Name these scientific terms beginning with D for the stated points.
10: He won the 1936 Nobel in Chemistry and gave his name to an equation that takes into account the
dissolution of electrolytes in solutions.
Answer: Peter Debye
15: It is the term for chronic inflammation and infection of the lachrymal sac of the eye.
Answer: dacryocystitis
2. 25-10 Name the scientist.
25: He introduced the word horsepower into common usage.
10: The SI unit equivalent to a kilogram meter squared per second cubed is named after him.
Answer: James Watt
3. 30-20-10 name the painter from works.
30: the Navicella, Stefaneschi Altarpiece
20: the St. Francis cycle
10: the Arena Chapel frescoes
Answer: Giotto
4. Name the composer from works FTP each.
A. Sonatine, Le Tombeau de Couperin
B. Semiramide, Tancredi
C. Fireworks, Rite of Spring

Answer: Maurice Ravel
Answer: Giaocomo Rossini
Answer: Igor Stravinsky

5. Name the country from countries bordering it FTP each.
A. South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia
Answer: Botswana
B. Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, China
Answer: Kyrgyzstan
C. Belarus, Germany
Answer: Poland
6. Name the century from the clues FTP each.
A. The Universities of Paris (Sorbonne), Valencia and Salamanca are
founded, Marco Polo opens first diplomatic relations between Europe and Asia and Dante of the Divine Comedy
is born.
Answer: 13th century
B. The first church bell is made in Rome; Mohammed flees from persecution in Mecca and founds the Islamic
religion; the Koran is written and the Venerable Bede is born.
Answer: 7th century
C. Modern musical notation system is developed in Europe; Macbeth kills Duncan; and Pope Urban II call the
First Crusade to retake the Holy Land from the Muslims.
Answer: 11th century

7. In 1846, a book of poetry entitled Poems was published. Its authors were Currer, Ellis, and Action Bell.
A. For 5 pts each give the names that these famous authors are better known by.
Answer: Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Bronte
B. For 5pts each name the other three Brontes, two of whom died early in childhood.
Answer: Patrick Branwell, Maria, Elizabeth
8. This formerly theoretical state of matter was thought to have existed, although no one could generate the
necessary conditions to produce it. In 1995, two separate teams produced this state of matter independently
within a month of each other, and since then many others have done the same. For 10 points each, identify this
state of matter named after the two physicists who postulated its existence and the two universities that produced
it first in the summer of 1995.
Answers:
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE or BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION
University of COLORADO at Boulder
RICE University
9. 30-20-10 Name the actor from movies.
30: Never Let Me Go, Too Hot to Handle
20: It Happened One Night; A Free Soul
10: The Hucksters, Gone With the Wind
Answer: Clark Gable

10. The 1996 Cy Young Awards were just announced. FTP each, answer the following questions about the Cy
Young Award.
A. Who won the award in the American League this year?
Answer: Pat Hentgen
B. Name the only year in which there was a tie vote for the American League's Cy Young.
Answer: 1969
C. Name either of the two people who tied in the 1969 vote.
Answer: Denny McLain, Mike Cuellar
11. Colin Powell probably is one of the most popular Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in American
History. However, as most of you know he has been followed by a man appointed by Clinton that has played an
important role in the conflicts in Bosnia, Iraq, and in Rwanda. Answer the following questions about him for the
stated number of points:
A. (5) Who is the current Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff?
Answer: John Shalikashvili
B. (10) Spell his last name.
Answer: S-H-A-L-I-K-A-S-H-V-I-L-I
C. (15) Name the city in which he was born.
Answer: Warsaw
12. (25 points) Up on your Native American History? For five points each each, name the 5 tribes within the
original Iroquois Confederacy.
Answers: Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca

12. I'll describe the Amendment, you name it FTP each.
A. This amendment abolished slavery.

Answer: 13th

B. This amendment established the terms of office of the President stating that the he or she shall take office on
the 20th of January.
Answer: 20th
C. This amendment mandates that compensation increases or decreases for Senators and Representives shall not
take effect until an intervening election has taken place.
Answer: 27th
13. Many of the gods of Greek mythology have Roman equivalents. For example, that the Roman god Mars was
the same as the Greek god Ares. Given a Roman god, give the Greek equivalent for the specified number of
points.
5: Saturn
Answer: Cronus
10: Bacchus
Answer: Dionysus
15: Ops
Answer: Rhea
14. Given a battle from ancient history, name the victorious army for five points, or both the victorious army and
its commander for ten points.
A. Battle of Actium
Answer: Rome, Octavius or Augustus
B. Battle of Gaugamela
Answer: Macedonia,Alexander the Great
C. Battle of Plataea
Answer: Greece, Pausanius
15. Given a lake in the United States, name the state in which it is located for 15 points.
A. Lake Chelan
Answer: Washington
B. Lake Pend Oreille
Answer: Idaho
16. The Holy Roman Empire started by the efforts of Charlemagne in 800 and lasted until 1806. During that
time 44 Emperors took the throne representing 10 dynasties that lived throughout the time of the empire.
Surprisingly there were only three dynasties that had enough power or lineage to place over five men to the throne.
For 10 points each name these three houses that accomplished this.
Answer: HAPSBURG, CAROLINGIAN, SAXON
17. Conjunction Bonus: FTP each, conjoin:
a. 1) Former major league pitcher for whom a tendon transplant surgery is named and 2) Name given to an
unidentified man or body
Answer: TOMMY JOHN DOE
b. 1) Former firts round draft pick and current Falcons quarterback and 2) Newsweek columnist and author of
"Men at Work"
Answer: JEFF GEORGE (F.) WILL
c. 1) Walt Whitman poem dedicated to a dead President Lincoln and 2) Marvel red, white, and blue super hero
Answer: O CAPTAIN, MY CAPTAIN AMERICA

18. 20 points -This art movement popularized by George Seurat was named by Felix Feneon after seeing Seurat's
'Bathing at Asnieres" The style, often called pointalism, uses small dots of pure undiluted pigment. The goal of
the style was to develop and synthesize color theory that Seurat felt had been haphazardly used by painters like
Monet and Degas.
Answer: NEO-IMPRESSIONISM
19. The boxing world watched the Sept. 9,1996 bout where Evander Holyfield beat Mike Tyson to win his third
world Heavyweight title Reign. He tied a mark set by Mohammed Ali in 1978. For 10 points each name the
three boxers Ali defeated to earn the title and to set this rare mark in boxing history.
Answers: Sonny LISTON, George FOREMAN, Leon SPINX
20. For five points apiece and a maximum of 30, name any six of the nine women U.S. senators who will be
members of the next Congress.
Answers:

Barbara BOXER, Dianne FEINSTEIN, Barbara MIKULSKI, Patty MURRAY,
Kay Bailey HUTCHINSON, Olympia SNOWE, Carol MOSLEY-BRAUN,
Susan COLLINS, Mary LANDRIEU

